N-303
Blanket and Roller Wash for Large Presses

Description

Directions

Nova N-303 is an economical, all-day press wash for the
quick, reliable and effective removal of soft ink. It contans no
aromatic hydrocarbons for a high level of regulatory
compliance It has been formulated for use on web presses
and to meet the standards specified for manroland and KBA
sheetfed presses. It is not water-miscible and fast
separation properties to be compatible with the Technotrans
Ecoclean System.

Blankets: N-303 is not water-miscible, but may be
used with or without water to clean blankets and
rollers. Remove surface ink using a cloth saturated
withN-303. Wipe clean with a dry cloth. To use with
water, dampen a cloth with water and N-303, then
apply to the blanket. Wipe clean with a dry cloth. For
rollers, follow a similar pattern as on the blanket.
Rollers: Apply N-303 to top of roller train and allow to
run in a few minutes. Engage the wash up blade, and
repeat application of N-303 until rollers appear clean.
For a badly glazed roller, use a glaze remove in
conjunction with N-303 to remove the ink and gum
glaze.

Product Need and Usage
N-303 is a clear, light colored liquid with a very mild odor. It
has a flash point of 142°F and contains no aromatic
hydrocarbons. It meets all European Community
specifications for health and safety.

Features

Technical Specifications

* Recommended for use with Solvent Recovery Systems
requiring good water separation.

Drying Speed

Slow

Water-Miscible

No

Flash Point (° F TCC)

145

VOC (lb/gal method 24)

6.50

* Low volatility decreases exposure to vapors and reduces
usage.

Vapor Pressure (mm HG)

0.5

* Controlled drying; means better cleaning and less washups. Leaves no oily residue.

Odor/Fragrance

Mild

* Contains corrosion inhibitor to protect equipment.
* Very low odor and will not irritate skin or eyes.

* No blanket or roller hardening or swelling.
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